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About This Content
This DLC includes the content from the Deluxe Edition of Karmaflow The Rock
Opera Videogame.
The Deluxe Edition includes the following:
(available now)
Karmaflow: The Rock Opera Videogame - Act I
Karmaflow: The Rock Opera Videogame - Act II
Karmaflow: Concept Art (five hi-res PDF files)
(available at the end of May 2015)
Karmaflow: The Original Soundtrack - Extended Edition (including bonus tracks)
Karmaflow: The Making of (including footage from Karmaflow in Concert: The Rock Opera)
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The story is short and the end has an unexpected turn, but It is fun to play if you like the mix of RTS and RPG. Awful on every
level. Tutorial is no help at all in understanding how the game is supposed to play. Do not waste your time on this.. This is an
interesting simulation and I enjoy playing it, but I feel it is overpriced for what it delivers and the video on the store page is
deceptive (this probably bothers me more than anything else as it appears to be intentional false advertising). There is no ingame audio as depicted in the video, not even background sounds. There is a very generic voice that announces arrivals and
departures (which can be heard in the video) and that often talks over itself.
Also, some of the features do not appear to work. The "step back" button does nothing and aircraft simply ignore instructions to
join procedures, instead they just go into a hold at the first point they're directed to (this is after you figure out the procedure
names because the manual does not provide them). The traffic settings also seem a bit odd. The way they appear you expect to
have varied traffic with occassional "peaks" but it's actually the other way around. In my experience so far the simulation builds
up to peak traffic and then stays there with occassional dips.
As I said, however, I do enjoy playing the simulation. If you're really interested in ATC simulators then wait for it to go on sale.
If you're looking for a "game" then this probably isn't for you.. Great Game. Played it back in the day. Still great today. Runs on
my machine fine.
Geforce GTX 1060 6GB, INTEL(R) i5_4690k cpu, @ 4.20GHz O/C. 8 GIG DDR4 RAM.. Even though I didnt play this game
when it came out or when multiplayer was still alive, I think this game is great. If only the AI were better...
9/10 would replay again. 10/10 let me play with sperm and not get messy. In 1997 I got a disk in the mail labeled 250 Arcade
Games, with this being one of the games. It's a fun retro shooter that still holds up well in my opinion. My only complaint is that
you jump really high and take fall damage from your own jumps.. Interesting concepts....seems to have features that enhance coop. Boss at end of level one was annoying in single player,
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The twists keep on coming! An amazing follow up on the original. Looking forward to any game set in this world. Keep up the
awesome work :D. OMG, HAS SCIENCE GONE TOO FAR??? I AM ALMOST AT THE END AND I DIE! AND I
RAGEQUIT.. Hotline Miami has one of the deepest story lines for such a short game.
The comic, even though I finished all 5 parts in 21 minutes, is a great addition to the main story.
I think that's where the magic comes from this: short, sweet.
9/10 you will (p) (i) (s) (s) yourself laughing when you see the panel with Swan #2 saying "the (f) (u) (c) (k) are you sayin?".
Different enough from whats out there in hack and slash, rpg, exploration, crafting, and questing type game.
The climbing and flying mechanic takes a bit getting used to, but it is really quite good, and gives you great travel ability, with
nothing left unsurpassable, or unscalable. They do have teleport points as well to save time.
I really dont know a great deal about the game, having fun learning(lvl 8), other than a few mental pauses in the crafting area.
The combat is fast and responsive, and once you understand the skill use, its pretty fun.
Voice acting is laughable, and ui is someone in the same vein, but other than that a very solid game, no problems with it running
or lack of content it seems.
As far as content, there are beginning quest that lead to a chain it seems, killing a troll to loot a box, get the humans and others
to raise their liking of you. Armor and weapons of furthering lvls to find and make, getting the components. Finding magic
buffs for weapons and armor., learning new skills by experimenting with controls. And more content to come, so for its price
nothing wrong here, just could have had more time in the oven. The developers are asking what we want made better and
worked on, and seem to be very intent on making the game a good one.. I was hoping for a great documentary, and »Rise of the
Indies« delivered. It exceeded my expectations. The 1080p stream was a joy to watch, I love every bit of it, most of all the
ability to put faces to names I've already known.
In order to absorb it all, I'll have to watch it again very soon, check out some of the games even. I'd love to be on that train ride,
the serene and beautiful scenery outside contrasting with the manic productivity in the train will reverb in my memory for some
time. I also love the Nottingham and Austin sequences; great places, beautifully shot. About the creators and their amazing
creations I'm reminded of the Vulcan philosophy »IDIC«: Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combinations!
This flick is now rivaling the top place for my favorite documentary watched during the past few months: Tim's Vermeer. If
anybody has a recommendation for similar flicks depicting this degree of enthusiasm, passion and skill, please let me know. I
myself cannot recommend to watch »Rise of the Indies« enough.. Atleast I got to kill some ♥♥♥♥♥♥z.. This game is a classic,
fast paced, built on quake 2 engine, fun weapons.
I confess I've only briefly explored the single player, it's good so far, buy items, recruit thugs, a pretty standard experience with
a good working story.
This game really shines online. Lively community, EVEN TODAY 18 years later, running games Thurs and Sun at 9pm(UK).
Lots of skins, game mods, custom maps, new content being released even now.
Looking for a fast-paced fps with a great online community? Pickup a copy and join us! :)
Info at -> www.Kingpin.info. If this is what we can expect from VR games in the (hopefully near) future, we should all be
excited. An OUTSTANDING taste of what's to come. The ending leaves you salivating for MORE!!!. We need more solid
horror games like Amnesia:The Dark Descent: games that look good, have excellent pacing and atmosphere and can actually be
scary. This game is not that. And I advise anyone to stay away from this title and save your money.
The voice acting is terrible, animations are poor, and its very buggy, I kept having to reload the first place I was whisked away
too in an attempt to progress but was unable to do so thanks it constantly glitching when a certain event would not trigger
properly. I had to watch a Youtube video to even know what to do when the event that should have allowed progression didn't
work and then I still couldn't progress thanks to it being so glitched. Even getting that event to fire was a chore and required
listening to more of the horrible dialog while watching our compatriot's lips not match what he said as well the subtitles not
corresponding the actual spoken words.
There's been a glut of subpar horror games ever since Amnesia proved that a good horror game could work and not only be
intereting but actually build a sense of dread that is rare in the medium. This is a prime example of a subpar horror game; it was
obviously rushed and that shows repeatedly, from the aforementioned voice acting and glitches to the fact that you have to be
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wary of the mouse cursor clicking through and giving you control issues and problems getting the resolution set properly. Even
the amount of plot I did get to witness was inspid and hackneyed.
Very disappointed in this title. The original Haunted House wasn't exactly scary considering it was the Atari 2600 but it was a
great game for the day and even with the old limited graphics of that system its a far better game than this thing.. I love KH's art
style. Used it for ACE, and I'm attempting to use what was used in ACE over to MV. Glad that they were able to create some
awesome looking boss monsters, for the ones in MV are somewhat cheesy. Looking forward to other art styles from them in the
future. Here's for hoping for more battlers, characters, and tilesets
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